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Kinematic variables 
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ALICE coordinate systems
Global

• Always remember: muon arm is in negative z-direction; the same holds 
true for negative rapidities etc.
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Figure 4.18: Axes labelling conventions (a) and definition of transverse momentum (b).
Source: [10].

where �r� is the error on each measurement point, lR the radial length of the track, and
n the number of equidistant points.

4.4 Kinematics and data analysis methods

In this section we describe the data analysis tools used in collider particle physics experi-
ments discussed in Sect. 4.3. We introduce variables in the laboratory frame and methods
based on momentum conservation and invariant mass. Momentum conservation leads to
the concepts of transverse momentum and missing mass. As examples, we discuss two-
and three-jet events as well as the W boson discovery.

4.4.1 Pseudorapidity and transverse momentum

Consider the collision of two beams in the laboratory frame. The axes labelling conventions
are given in Fig. 4.18(a) (pp̄ scattering). The momentum of each particle produced in a
collision can be decomposed in a component parallel to the beams (longitudinal, along the
z direction) and one perpendicular to the beams (transverse, in the xy plane) as shown
in Fig. 4.18(b). The transverse component of the momentum is given by (⇥⇤ ⌘ ✓CM)

pT = p sin(✓CM)

and spans an angle � with the x axis. To measure the longitudinal angle of the emerging
particle jet one usually uses a variable called pseudorapidity ⌘. It is defined by

⌘ = � ln


tan

✓
✓CM

2

◆�

and is Lorentz invariant under longitudinal boosts (see Fig. 4.19(a)). Momenta in the
transverse plane are also invariant under longitudinal relativistic transformations. There-
fore, the distance between single particles or jets of particles is usually measured in the
⌘� plane, as shown in Fig. 4.19(b).

transverse momentum 
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rapidity relative to the 
beam axis i.e. 
longitudinal angle of 
emerging particle 

if 

Δη is Lorentz invariant under 
boost along longitudinal axis 

B=0.5 T
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ALICE Trigger 

 Due to the high luminosity of the LHC, not all pp collisions can be registered: 
 Trigger is fundamental, in particular for ATLAS, CMS, LHCb  
 Important also for ALICE but our scheme are simpler.  

 A trigger is an online selection that decide if an event has to be stored or not  
 usually based on an algorithm that decide if an event is “interesting” or not.  
 looking for “special signatures” in the event (H → 2Z → 4µ)  
 important to be fast and efficient  

Control plot: Turn-on curve from clusters 8

Enhancement factors: 
• ~1800 for Gamma low 
• ~8000 for both high-threshold triggers 
Plateau correlated with the trigger patch energy threshold

 Triggers allow to enhance the 
number of rare probes wrt a 
general sample of events without 
any selection

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - Events and tracks selection in ALICE
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ALICE Trigger 

 In ALICE we have few triggers the ones you might be interested:  
 Minimum Bias (the looser we have) kMB - 1 hits in the SPD | 1 in one of the 
two scintillators of the V0 
 kINT7 - at least 1 hit per V0 hodoscope  
 Centrality trigger. Used in PbPb 2011 data to  
enhance the number of events in central and  
semicentral collisions. 
 High Multiplicity Trigger -                                                                        
threshold on the number of tracks in the events                                              
Used to enhance High multiplicity events  
 Muon triggers - single muons, di-muons, …  
 Electron Trigger -  EMCAL, TRD  
 Jet trigger - EMCAL  
 …

 Two arrays of plastic 
scintillators 
 located at z ~340 cm (V0A) 
and -90 cm (V0C)  

 2.8 < η < 5.1 (V0A)           
-3.7 < η < -1.7 (V0C)
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ALICE trigger detectors
The VZERO detector

• Two arrays of scintillator hodoscopes
• Located at z~340cm (V0A) and -90cm (V0C)
• Segmented in four rings and eight sectors each

• Trigger algorithm / criteria:
• minimum number of clusters on V0A | V0C
• minimum number of clusters on V0A & V0C
• on HIC (2011) two thresholds 

were considered (increased)
to use it as centrality trigger
• 0-10% CC maximum stats
• 0-50% CC downscaling

7

In your analysis be sure which trigger your are selecting! 
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ALICE Trigger 

 In your AddTask or RunMacro add the line:  

myTask -> SelectCollisionCandidates(AliVEvent::kINT7) 

method of AliAnalysisTaskSE that takes into account the trigger selection  

if you plan to run over different data samples (that might have different 
trigger) think how to do this configurable… 

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - Events and tracks selection in ALICE

In your analysis be sure which trigger your are selecting! 
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Recap: ALICE tracking devices  

 Inner Tracking System (ITS)  
 Silicon Pixel Detector (SPD)  
 Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) 
 Silicon Strip Detector (SSD)   

Max Nb of “points” in the ITS: 6

72 A Large Ion Collider Experiment
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Figure 3.4: ITS layout: six di↵erent layers. Two layers of pixels detector, two layers of
drift, two layers of strips detector.

the impact parameter resolution. To avoid an increase of this e↵ect, the amount of
material in the active volume has been kept to a minimum. A very good track impact
parameter resolution is important to reconstruct secondary vertices from hyperons,
but especially from heavy flavour hadrons decay.

- a good resolution and e�ciency in the localization of interaction point of the collision.

- possibility to track and identify particles with momenta below 200 MeV/c. Four
layers, out of six, provide also dE/dx measurements in order to identify very low
momentum particles.

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the six ITS layers.

Layer Type r (cm) ±z (cm) Modules Active Area per module Material Budget (X/X0)
1 pixel 3.9 14.1 80 12.8 ⇥ 70.7 mm2 1.14
2 pixel 7.6 14.1 160 12.8 ⇥ 70.7 mm2 1.14
3 drift 15.0 22.2 84 70.17 ⇥ 75.26 mm2 1.13
4 drift 23.9 29.7 176 70.17 ⇥ 75.26 mm2 1.26
5 strip 38.0 43.1 748 73 ⇥ 40 mm2 0.83
6 strip 43.0 48.9 950 73 ⇥ 40 mm2 0.86

Silicon Pixel Detector - SPD

The building block of the SPD [118] is a module consisting of a two-dimensional sensor
matrix of reverse-biased silicon detectors diods, bump-bonded to 5 front-end chips. The
sensor matrix consists of 256 x 160 cells of 50 µm in r� coordinate and 425 µm in z. The
active area of each module is 12.8 mm (r�) x 70.7 mm (z), the thickness of the sensor
is 200 µm , while the readout chip is 150 µm thick. Two modules are mounted together
along the z direction to form a 141.6 mm long half-stave. Two half-staves are attached
head-to-head along the z direction to a carbon-fibre support sector which houses also the
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ALICE tracking detectors
The Time Projection Chamber

• The ALICE TPC provides up to 159 space points (clusters) corresponding 
to the number of pad rows.

• The signal can be below
threshold for low ionizing
particles.

29

Time Projection Chamber:  
 x,y from MWPC at the endcaps 
 z from drift velocity and time 

Max Nb of “points” in the TPC: 159
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Central barrel tracking in a nutshell

8
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Central barrel tracking in a nutshell
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separately for each sub-detector 
position/amplitudes/times + errors
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(Preliminary) Vertex finding
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SPD

Beam pipe

SPD 

Tracklets 
pair of SPD clusters

SPD
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(Preliminary) Vertex finding
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SPD

SPD 

Tracklets 
pair of SPD clusters

SPD

Beam pipe
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(Preliminary) Vertex finding
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SPD

SPD 

Tracklets 
pair of SPD clusters

SPD

Beam pipe
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(Preliminary) Vertex finding
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SPD

SPD 

Primary vertex

Tracklets 
pair of SPD clusters

SPD

Beam pipe
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(Preliminary) Vertex finding
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SPD

SPD 

Tracklets 
pair of SPD clusters

SPD

has the maximum number of contributors 
if no convergence point is found then 1D search 
for the maximum on the z-axis of the points of 
closest approach to the nominal interaction point

Beam pipePrimary vertex
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Tracking: 1st iteration
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Beam pipe
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Tracking: 1st iteration
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ITS

TPC

TRD

TOF

Starting point: 
outer TPC wall

Beam pipe
Preliminary primary vertex
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Tracking: 1st iteration
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Tracking: 1st iteration
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Track Finding Efficiencies 
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Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration

based on the cluster density, number of clusters, and momentum. Only those tracks that have at least 20
clusters (out of maximum 159 possible) and that miss no more than 50% of the clusters expected for a
given track position are accepted. These are then propagated inwards to the inner TPC radius. A pre-
liminary particle identification is done based on the specific energy loss in the TPC gas (see Section 7).
The most-probable-mass assignment is used in the ionization energy loss correction calculations in the
consecutive tracking steps. (Due to the ambiguity of electron identification, the minimum mass assigned
is that of a pion). Figure 19 shows the tracking efficiency, defined as the ratio between the reconstructed
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Fig. 19: TPC track finding efficiency for primary particles in pp and Pb–Pb collisions (simulation). The efficiency
does not depend on the detector occupancy.

tracks and generated primary particles in the simulation, as a function of transverse momentum. While
the drop below a transverse momentum of ∼0.5 GeV/c is caused by energy loss in the detector material,
the characteristic shape at larger pT is determined by the loss of clusters in the pT-dependent fraction of
the track trajectory projected on the dead zone between readout sectors. The efficiency is almost inde-
pendent of the occupancy in the detector. Even in the most central Pb–Pb collisions the contamination
by tracks with more than 10% wrongly associated clusters does not exceed 3%.

The reconstructed TPC tracks are then propagated to the outermost ITS layer and become the seeds
for track finding in the ITS. The seeds are propagated inward and are updated at each ITS layer by all
clusters within a proximity cut, which takes into account positions and errors. The result of each update
is saved as a new seed. In order to account for the detection inefficiency, seeds without an update at
a given layer are also used for further track finding. The χ2 of such seeds is increased by a penalty
factor for a missing cluster (unless the seed extrapolation happened to be in the dead zone of the layer,
in which case no cluster should be expected). Thus, each TPC track produces a tree of track hypotheses
in the ITS. As is the case in the TPC, this seeding procedure is performed in two passes, with and
without vertex constraint. Once the complete tree of prolongation candidates for the TPC track is built,
the candidates are sorted according to the reduced χ2. The candidates with the highest quality from
each tree are checked for cluster sharing among each other. If shared clusters are found, an attempt is
made to find alternative candidates in the involved trees. In the case of a failure to completely resolve
the conflict between two tracks, the worse of the two acquires a special flag for containing potentially
incorrectly matched (“fake”) clusters. Finally, the highest quality candidate from each hypothesis tree is
added to the reconstructed event. Figure 20 shows the TPC track prolongation efficiency to ITS in pp

39

 TPC efficiency = Nb of 
reconstructed tracks / Nb 
of generated tracks  

 Very similar results in pp, 
peripheral Pb-Pb and 
central Pb-Pb collisions  

 Drop at 500 MeV due to 
energy loss in the material 
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Tracking: 1st iteration
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Tracking: 1st iteration
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ITS
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ITS standalone tracking

Beam pipe
Preliminary primary vertex
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ITS Prolongation Efficiencies 
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and Pb–Pb collisions as a function of track transverse momentum, with different requirements of ITS
layer contributions. The data and Monte Carlo (MC) efficiencies are shown by solid and open symbols,
respectively. The fraction of tracks with at least one fake cluster in the ITS in the most central Pb–Pb
collisions reaches ∼30% at pT < 0.2 GeV/c, decreases to ∼ 7% at 1 GeV/c, and drops below 2% at
10 GeV/c.
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Fig. 20: ITS–TPC matching efficiency vs. pT for data and Monte Carlo for pp (left) and Pb–Pb (right) collisions.

As one can see in Fig. 19, the reconstruction efficiency in the TPC sharply drops at low transverse mo-
mentum. The cutoff is around 200 MeV/c for pions and 400 MeV/c for protons, and is caused by energy
loss and multiple scattering in the detector material. For this reason, a standalone ITS reconstruction
is performed with those clusters that were not used in the ITS–TPC tracks. The helical seeds are built
using two clusters from the three innermost ITS layers and the primary vertex point. Each such seed is
propagated to the other layers and updated with clusters within a proximity cut. Each matching cluster
increments the number of seed-completion hypotheses. For the final step of seed processing, all of the
hypotheses are refitted by a Kalman filter and the track with the best fit χ2 is accepted, with its clusters
being removed from further searches. In order to increase the efficiency of tracking, the whole procedure
is repeated a few times, gradually opening the seed completion road widths. This algorithm enables the
tracking of particles with transverse momenta down to about 80 MeV/c.

Once the reconstruction in the ITS is complete, all tracks are extrapolated to their point of closest ap-
proach to the preliminary interaction vertex, and the outward propagation starts. The tracks are refitted
by the Kalman filter in the outward direction using the clusters found at the previous stage. At each
outward step, the track length integral, as well as the time of flight expected for various particle species
(e, µ , π , K, p), are updated for subsequent particle identification with TOF (see Section 7). Once the
track reaches the TRD (R= 290 cm), an attempt is made to match it with a TRD tracklet (track segment
within a TRD layer) in each of the six TRD layers. Similarly, the tracks reaching the TOF detector are
matched to TOF clusters. The track length integration and time-of-flight calculation are stopped at this
stage. The tracks are then propagated further for matching with signals in EMCal, PHOS, and HMPID
(see Sections 7 and 8 for the performance of matching to external detectors). The detectors at a radius
larger than that of the TPC are currently not used to update the measured track kinematics, but their
information is stored in the track object for the purposes of particle identification.

At the final stage of the track reconstruction, all tracks are propagated inwards starting from the outer ra-
dius of the TPC. In each detector (TPC and ITS), the tracks are refitted with the previously found clusters.
The track’s position, direction, inverse curvature, and its associated covariance matrix are determined.

The majority of tracks reconstructed with the described procedure come from the primary interaction
vertex (Fig. 21). Secondary tracks, representing the products of decays and of secondary interactions

40

 Nb of tracks matched in the ITS / Nb of tracks reconstructed in the TPC 
 Very similar results in pp and Pb-Pb collisions. Very good agreement 
between data and MC.   
 Dependency on the requirement you make on the track itself. 
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Tracking: 2nd iteration
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Tracking: 2nd iteration
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Tracking: 2nd iteration
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Tracking: 3rd iteration (refit)
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track parameters (e.g. position, curvature, dE/
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(higher precision than the SPD tracklets)
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Type of reconstructed tracks

The tracks reconstructed are mainly primaries 

Tracks coming from the primary collision 

The tracking algorithm is also able to reconstruct tracks 
that do not originate from the primary vertex: 

Secondary tracks ➡ products of weak decays of particles 
(e.g. Λ ➡ pπ-) 

Background tracks ➡ products of the interaction of a 
particle with the detector material 

In the majority of the analyses we are interested in 
primaries 

How do we distinguish between those three categories? 
How do we “get rid” of the other guys? 

Applying a dca (distance of closest approach) cut we can 
reduce the contamination from both secondary and 
background tracks

27
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Type of reconstructed tracks

The tracks reconstructed are mainly primaries 

Tracks coming from the primary collision 

The tracking algorithm is also able to reconstruct tracks 
that do not originate from the primary vertex: 

Secondary tracks ➡ products of weak decays of particles 
(e.g. Λ ➡ pπ-) 

Background tracks ➡ products of the interaction of a 
particle with the detector material 

In the majority of the analyses we are interested in 
primaries 

How do we distinguish between those three categories? 
How do we “get rid” of the other guys? 

Applying a dca (distance of closest approach) cut we can 
reduce the contamination from both secondary and 
background tracks
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Type of reconstructed tracks

The tracks reconstructed are mainly primaries 

Tracks coming from the primary collision 

The tracking algorithm is also able to reconstruct tracks 
that do not originate from the primary vertex: 

Secondary tracks ➡ products of weak decays of particles 
(e.g. Λ ➡ pπ-) 

Background tracks ➡ products of the interaction of a 
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background tracks
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Primary tracks vs dca cuts 
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Fraction of particles coming from 
the primary vertex  

 with two different dca cuts  
 majority comes from low-pT 

Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 21: Fraction of reconstructed tracks coming from the primary interaction vertex. Two sets of cuts on the
track distance of closest approach (d0) to the primary vertex are shown: “loose” with |d0,z| < 3 cm, d0,xy < 3 cm
and “strict” with |d0,z|< 2 cm, d0,xy < (0.0182+ 0.0350 GeV/c p−1T ) cm.

in the detector material, can be further suppressed by cuts on the longitudinal and transverse distances
of closest approach (d0) to the primary vertex. The dedicated reconstruction of secondary tracks is the
subject of Section 6.4.

The left panel of Fig. 22 shows the resolution of the transverse distance to the primary vertex for identified
ITS–TPC tracks in pp collisions, compared with simulation. The contribution from the vertex resolution
is not subtracted. The right panel of Fig. 22 shows the same quantity for all charged particle tracks for
three colliding systems and with a higher pT reach. One can notice an improvement of the resolution in
heavier systems thanks to the more precisely determined vertex for higher multiplicities.

The transverse momentum resolution for TPC standalone tracks and ITS–TPC combined tracks, ex-
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Fig. 22: Resolution of the transverse distance to the primary vertex for identified particle global ITS–TPC tracks
(left) and for all charged ITS–TPC tracks (right). The contribution from the vertex resolution is not subtracted.
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Type of reconstructed tracks to be analysed

Tracks with “good quality” 

Apply selection criteria that define a “good” track 

Primaries 

Apply a pT-dependent dca cut 

Identified (e.g. pion, kaon, proton) 

Wait until next week

31
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Type of reconstructed tracks to be analysed

Tracks with “good quality” 

Apply selection criteria that define a “good” track 

Primaries 

Apply a pT-dependent dca cut 

Identified (e.g. pion, kaon, proton) 

Wait until next week
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All these selection criteria are 
already applied for the 

analysers when filtering the 
ESD to create an AOD 
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What do we analyse? A reminder…

33

Trigger  
(CTP) DAQ

HLT

Raw data Clusters Tracks

Event Summary Data
(ESD)

Analysis Object Data
(AOD)

Online Offline (reconstruction)
Analyse 

this!
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AOD tracks

Standalone TPC tracks 

Standalone ITS tracks 

Global tracks with loose dca cuts 

Global tracks with tight dca cuts 

Hydrid tracks 

combination of TPC standalone and global tracks 

used to ensure a uniform φ-acceptance 

…

34

In an AOD we store several different 
lists of tracks for every event
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All these lists are characterised by a 
unique identifier: filter bit

In an AOD we store several different 
lists of tracks for every event
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All these lists are characterised by a 
unique identifier: filter bit

Knowing what tracks you are using 
means you know what e.g. kind of 

selection criteria filter bit 512 consists of

In an AOD we store several different 
lists of tracks for every event
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All these lists are characterised by a 
unique identifier: filter bit

Knowing what tracks you are using 
means you know what e.g. kind of 

selection criteria filter bit 512 consists of

Know what you 
are talking about

In an AOD we store several different 
lists of tracks for every event
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Filter Bit definition 

$

$

Bit$$ Cuts$$ Methods$$

Bit$0$(001)$ Standard$cuts$on$primary$tracks$ GetStandardTPCOnlyTrackCuts()$(*)$$

Bit$1$(002)$ ITS$standLalone$tracks($ESD$Track$Cuts)$ SetRequireITSStandAlone(kTRUE)$$

Bit$2$(004)$ Pixel$OR$(necessary$for$the$electrons)$AND$Standard$track$cuts$

(SetFilterMask(1)$of$AliESDtrackCuts)$

SetClusterRequirementITS(AliESDtrackCuts::kSPD,$AliESDtrackCuts::kAny)$$

Bit$3$(008)$ PID$for$the$electrons$AND$Pixel$Cuts$(SetFilterMask(4)$of$

AliESDpidCuts)$

SetTPCnSigmaCut(AliPID::kElectron,$3.5)$$

Bit$4$(016)$ Standard$Cuts$with$very$loose$DCA$ GetStandardITSTPCTrackCuts2011(kFALSE)$$

SetMaxDCAToVertexXY(2.4)$$

SetMaxDCAToVertexZ(3.2)$$

SetDCaToVertex2D(kTRUE)$$

Bit$5$(032)$ Standard$Cuts$with$`ght$DCA$cut$ GetStandardITSTPCTrackCuts2011()$$

Bit$6$(064)$ Standard$Cuts$with$`ght$DCA$but$with$requiring$the$first$SDD$

cluster$instead$of$an$SPD$cluster$

tracks$selected$by$this$cut$are$exclusive$to$those$selected$by$

the$previous$cut$

GetStandardITSTPCTrackCuts2011()$$

SetClusterRequirementITS(AliESDtrackCuts::kSPD,AliESDtrackCuts::kNone)$$

SetClusterRequirementITS(AliESDtrackCuts::kSDD,AliESDtrackCuts::kFirst)$$

Bit$7$(128)$ TPC$only$tracks,constrained$to$SPD$vertex$in$the$filter$ GetStandardTPCOnlyTrackCuts$$

esdfilter(>SetTPCOnlyFilterMask(128);;

Bit$8$(256)$ Extra$cuts$for$Hybrids:$$

L$first$the$global$tracks$we$want$to$take$$

AliESDtrackCuts::GetStandardITSTPCTrackCuts2011(kFALSE)$$

SetMaxDCAToVertexXY(2.4)$$

SetMaxDCAToVertexZ(3.2)$$

SetDCAToVertex2D(kTRUE)$$

SetMaxChi2TPCConstrainedGlobal(36)$$

SetMaxFrac`onSharedTPCClusters(0.4)$$

esdfilter(>SetHybridFilterMaskGlobalConstrainedGlobal((1<<8));;//$these$
normal$global$tracks$will$be$marked$as$hybrid$$

Bit$9$(512)$ Than$the$complementary$tracks$which$will$be$stored$as$global$$

constraint,$complement$is$done$in$the$ESDFilter$task$$

SetClusterRequirementITS(AliESDtrackCuts::kSPD,AliESDtrackCuts::kOff)$$

SetRequireITSRefit(kTRUE)$$

esdfilter(>SetGlobalConstrainedFilterMask(1<<9);;//$these$tracks$are$wrieen$
out$as$global$constrained$tracks$$

esdfilterL>SetWriteHybridGlobalConstrainedOnly(kTRUE);$//$write$only$the$

complement$$

Bit$10(1024)$Standard$Cuts$with$`ght$DCA$cut,$using$cluster$cut$instead$of$

crossed$rows$

GetStandardITSTPCTrackCuts2011(kTRUE,0)$(**)$

Bits/cuts$documented$on$heps://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/ALICE/PWGPPAODTrackCuts$

$

Example$of$AOD145$

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - Events and tracks selection in ALICE
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Filter Bit definition 
 (**) GetStandardITSTPCTrackCuts2011(Bool_t selPrimaries, Int_t clusterCut){

    if(clusterCut == 0) SetMinNClustersTPC(50);
    else if (clusterCut == 1){
    SetMinNCrossedRowsTPC(70);
    SetMinRatioCrossedRowsOverFindableClustersTPC(0.8);
    }
    SetMaxChi2PerClusterTPC(4);
    SetAcceptKinkDaughters(kFALSE);
    SetRequireTPCRefit(kTRUE);
    SetRequireITSRefit(kTRUE);
    SetClusterRequirementITS(AliESDtrackCuts::kSPD, AliESDtrackCuts::kAny);
    if(selPrimaries) SetMaxDCAToVertexXYPtDep("0.0105+0.0350/pt^1.1");
    if(selPrimaries) SetMaxChi2TPCConstrainedGlobal(36);
    SetMaxDCAToVertexZ(2);
    SetMaxDCAToVertex2D(kFALSE);
    SetRequireSigmaToVertex(kFALSE);
    SetMaxChi2PerClusterITS(36);

}
D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - Events and tracks selection in ALICE
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Filter Bit selection 
if (!track->TestFilterBit(fAODTrackCutBit))

  continue;

AliAODTrack::TestFilterBit(UInt_t filterBit) 

fAODTrackCutBit can be 768, 96, … 

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - Events and tracks selection in ALICE

Know what you 
are talking about
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Back up 

D. Caffarri - NIKHEF - Events and tracks selection in ALICE


